When a Voronoi diagram is constructed incrementally, the quaternary-tree bucketing method of Ohya et. al. provides a useful way of spreading out the insertion order of the generator sites and obtaining initial guesses for the place to insertion them. This reduces the average time complexity of constructing Voronoi diagrams for n generator sites from O(n 2 ) to O(n). We extend Ohya's method to support the construction of multi-scale Voronoi diagrams, using generator sites that have a discrete scale-value, such as those produced by scale-space image analyses. In order to produce a Voronoi diagram at each scale-level, the original bucketing method needed to be repeatedly re-run and produced less efficient insertion orders and initial guesses for the generators. The new method efficiently builds one Voronoi diagram, starting with the set of coarsest scale generators, then adds details in decreasing order of significance.
INTRODUCTION

A Voronoi diagram
1 is a geometric subdivision of space that identifies the regions closest to each of its generator sites. For example, given the positions of post-offices in a city, their Voronoi diagram could show their catchment areas. The quaternary-tree bucketing technique 2 is used to help build such diagrams incrementally 3 . It provides a simple means of traversing the area covered by the diagram, the buckets are used to spread out the generator site insertion order more evenly (to reduce the average substructure of the Voronoi diagram) and to provide good initial guesses for the place to insert them in the diagram.
When generator sites have a third dimension in which only a few discrete values can occur, it is simpler and often more informative to build 2-dimensional slices, one at each ordinate value, instead of building a 3-dimensional diagram. Using the post-office example with level of service as a third dimension, these values may range from low-level for individual postboxes to high-level for the head post-office in a region. Voronoi diagrams built for each level would show the regions closest to each provider. When the generator sites belong in a scale-space hierarchy, each lower level adds more details to the level above. To visualise the hierarchy, it is useful to build the Voronoi diagram of the highest (coarsest) level first, then to add to this the generator sites for the next highest level, and so on. Unfortunately, current quaternary-tree bucketing techniques 1,2 do not support this well. This work presents a modified quaternary-tree bucketing technique to support the building of a scale-space hierarchy of Voronoi diagrams.
THE QUATERNARY TREE BUCKETING TECHNIQUE
The root node of a quaternary-tree represents a rectangular region of space that covers all the Voronoi diagram generator sites. This is divided into four equal quarters, represented by four child nodes, each of which are again quartered, and so on, until the number of equal sized terminal nodes (called buckets) is approximately equal to the number of generator sites. Initially, each generator is placed into the bucket that covers its site and a dummy generator is placed at the root of the tree. Then each non-empty bucket is visited and if its parent node is empty, one the generators (arbitrarily chosen) is moved up to each empty node found on the path from the bucket, back towards the root of the tree. 
, so that the regions around the other generators are all bounded. The time taken to insert a new generator into a Voronoi diagram depends upon how cluttered the diagram is in the vicinity of the new site. This approach tries to ensure that generators are added in a well spaced out order, with a good initial guess of the locality they will subdivide. For tree nodes holding only one generator, the initial guess is the region around the generator stored in the parent node, which will already be in the diagram. When a bucket holds more than one generator, the first one is used for the initial guess of the remainder. Thus, for a generator found at any node in the tree, the region it will subdivide when it is inserted into the Voronoi diagram will usually belong to that of its initial guess, except for generators from unusually crowded buckets. (See Figure 1) .
MODIFIED QUATERNARY TREE BUCKETING
Several approaches were considered for building a Voronoi diagram for each scale-level, using generator sites having an additional discrete scale-level attribute. If the quaternary-tree method was re-run for each scale-level, only using the generators at the current scale, the Voronoi diagram at the highest scale-level could be built first, then the generators at the next highest level could be added, and so on, as required. But the choice for initial guesses would be restricted to include only the previously inserted generators at the current scale-level. Alternatively, all generators at the current scale-level and above, could be placed into the quaternary-tree, to avoid the previous drawback. However, this meant that each Voronoi diagram had to be reconstructed from the beginning for each scale-level. The method needed to ensure that the order of insertion was distributed as widely as possible, within each scale-level. But it needed to offer initial guesses that took account of all inserted generators at the current scale-level and above.
The modified method (Figure 2 ) distributes the generators into their corresponding buckets as before, but now they are sorted by scale-level (starting with the coarsest) within each bucket. Next, when visiting each non-empty bucket, it is ensured that each node on the path back from the bucket to the root of the tree has a member of each scale-level present in the bucket. Generators stored in the parent nodes are also sorted by scale-level. (Figure 3) . 
